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Billy Meier's physical contacts with the Pleiadians began in January of 1975 and are still
conlinrring today. Flowever, very little of the information coming from those contacts has found
its way across the ocean to America. Billy has written down much of his information in
books which exist in German only. This of course isn't much help to the English speaking
world. also much of the information isn't even in his books.

In January of 1989 I returned to Schmidruti to visit Billy and to interview him on tape. I
had originally planned to use the taped interview in the video tape Pleiadian Connection that
I made. As it turned out it wasn't used. Since the interview contained a lot of important
hformation I thoueht it would make a good article for you to read.

I should poi:rt out that Billy's main language is Swiss German. He speaks English but his
rocabulary is not that well developed, so his choice of words to express himself is usually
srmple in comparison to how he would express himself in his own language. I have printed
the conversation pretty much the way he said it only cha"ging some of the gemmar to make
it more readable.

So here is the interview with Billv Meier at his home in Schmidruti Switzerland in Januarv

".f 1989.

Question or response by Randolph Winters.

Answer by Billy Meier

Billy, out of all of the people on Earth why did the Pleiadians contact you, was
there a special reason?

B. Because I'm the single person on Earth who has the ability to have telepathic con-
tact with the Pleiadians as well as physical contact. There are no other
people on the Earth who have the ability to do the same thing like I do.
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This has a very long story which goes back to old times in the star systems
of Lyra and Vega to a level of consciousness that is called Arahat Athersata.
Many millions of years ago my spiritform was in the level of Arahat Athersata
and came back to the human world to teach the people the truth about Crea-
tion and its laws. this happened on the Lyrian planets and later on the
Vegan planets and then on the Earth, because the old Lyrians and Vegans
came to Earth and my old spiritform ceme with them as a human being and
began to teach the people here on Earth. On Earth I have a very long
line of lives where I have always done the s"-e job, the sa-e mission.

R. Will there by more lifetimes involved in your mission?

B. Yes, there has to be.

R. Are we somehow related to the Pleiadians, is it possible that some of us here on
Earth are Pleiadian spiritforms.

B. There are no Pleiadians on Earth, there are only old Lyrians and Vegans. There
was a leadership of 744,?-07 old Lyrians and Vegans who came to Earth.
They controlled a society numbering around 50 to 52 million people. The
aliens spiritforms on Earth are Lyrians, Vegans and people from Milona which
is the planet in our own solar system that was destroyed. There are no other
aliens on Earth, except for the ones who come here to explore of just pass by.

R. So people who think that they have lived previous lives on a Pleiadian world are
wrong.

B. Yes.

R. Billy, Time travel is a fascinating subject. Is it possible to go back in time and
change history?

B. No that is not possible.

R. Could you go back in time and change you parents or have some effect on your
current life?

B. No that is not possible. You can't go back and kill someone that is living today.
That is impossible. Its not possible to go back and change your parents.
What has happened is fxed and cannot be changed. That's a little funny
idea of the human being. In the movies they can do anything but in reality
its not possible cause there are laws you cannot break. The Creation has
laws that are not possible to play with or change.

R. Billy, on one of your time travel trips it was possible for you to travel back and
visit Jmmanuel (Jesus). Who was he?

B. He was a man just like us. He was nothing else.

R. Where the Pleiadians involved somehow with the life of Jmmanuel?

B. Yes they were contacting and working vi1[ him. They were working on the srme
mission as today. This mission goes back 389,000 years from today.

R. Billy, last night in the hotel we were talking about time travel and a good question
came up. If you were in a Pleiadian Beamship and traveled back to the year
1932, and while you were there you died, would your spirit stay in that time
or return back to the current year?

B. Your spirit stays in that time and must live forward from that point, it would not
return to the current year that you departed from. You must live that time
again from the past up to today and forward.

R. Could you clear up some confusion about the terms spirit and spiritform. Are they
the same thine or different?



There is no difference, the words spirit
The human being is referred to as the
we speak from the spirit.

and spiritform mean exactly the same thing.
spiritform, and generally we say that

The spiritform goes through many material lives. What is the purpose of the
material life?

The human has to be in the material life to study, to learn in order to evolve.
That's the reason that he lives. When he dies the spiritform goes to the
other side and contemplates what he has experienced. And when the studies
are fulfilled there on the other side then the spiritform returns to the Earth
in a new human being and starts with the beginning agaio.

Is it possible to be born on another planet then the one that you die on?

No. If you are living on this planet and you die you have to reincarnate on this
planet again. It is impossible to leave this planet as a spiritform because
your spirit is fxed to this planet where the material body died.

How long does it take to come back into life after you die?

The normal return is about L52 years. but now in the new age everything is dif-
ferent, because there is a big over population and all of the laws are some-
how broken and the spiritforms who are on the other side have to return
faster then the normal time. They may only be there for 10 or 20 years,
maybe even 70 years, and then they will return. This is caused by the over-
population on Earth.

Is it possible for normal people to contact the other side?

No it isn't. There are in the world 16 people who are able to make contact with
the other side. But none of them would make this ability known to the world
or tell anyone that they could do this because it isn't necessary and it isn't
the right thing to do. It is absolutely wrong to contact the other side. If
somebody says that he has a contact with the other side with somebody who
has died then he is a liar.

Or he is confused in his thinking.

A liar or an Actor or something.

Many people believe that they are in contact with the dleatl and that the other side
is a world just like our physical world and that they can visit people there.
But on the other side there is only the spirit I believe, no personality.

That's right, you see there are many people around the world who say that they
are in contact with the other side or aliens or demons or what have you.
That's not true, with most of them its illness of the thinking, they have over
turned minds. They are sick. They are out of there minds.

When a Pleiadian women is pregnant do they have the ability to tell who the
spirit is that is coming into life?

B. They have the ability through meditation to recognize which spirit is coming into the
new baby that is fsing created. It takes them about 20 or 30 minutes to be
able to tell this.

So that helps them understand who the spirit is so they would have a better under-
standing of how to help them in their new life. This must be a great help
in education.

Yes of course.

Do the Pleiadians have a special message for us?
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B.

R.

The special message we have from the Pleiadians we have all written in our books.
There are about L0,000 pages. The most important point of the message is
to teach the people about getting back to the right way of living within the
Laws of Creation.

In the movies Aliens are usually portrayed as dangerous monsters who come to
harm us. Should we be afraid of the Pleiadians.

That's foolish.

What are the Laws of Creation.

Most of the Creational Laws you can find out in the free nature. If you are look-
ing at the animals, plants and flowers and life that is going on in nature,
there you can find out about the laws of Creation. What is the truth, how
it is working, how everything works in a free and lawful way. Other laws
you can discover through meditation and initiation, through your feelings and
your own thinking. You can get a clear feeling in the meditation.

Does every spirit that comes into life come in physically prepared.

Each spiritform who comes into a body of a human being through a pregnant
women is completely in good health. The spiritform is not able to become
sick while it is on the other side, its impossible. The body of the baby of
each lifeform has the right to be absolutely healthy in body, mind and spirit
when it comes back into material life. This is the same on all worlds.

Do the Pleiadians have a money system like we do.

No, they have another system. They each work about 2 hours a day. They have
some kind of check card that keeps track of where they work, you see they
don't have to work in the same place each day. They can change their job
whenever they like to anywhere on their world. The check card will be
marked by a robot. They can then get all of the things they need for life
like furniture, clothes etc..

Do they have big cities like we do here on Earth?

They have big cities but not as big as ours. The houses in the city are separated
by a square. They have spaces in their house for flowers or for siesta.
Each buildi:rg is designed the same for this kind of life that they have. In
each building there is just one family with a maximum of 5 people. This
would be 2 parents and 3 children, nslhing more.

Do they have marriage like we do?

They, have marriage, but how they do it I don't
know that there are the spirit leaders who put
and wife. Normallv a man has between 1 and

Is is possible for the women to also have many

No, they only have one husband.

know. I haven't any idea. I only
together or bring together man
4 wives.

husbands?

Their other houses that they have outside of the city are situated in squares about
100 meters apart. Inside each square has only t house per family.

Do they live longer then we do?

Yes, 700 to L000 years.

Is that because of medical advances?

The whole evolution. Also the old Lyrians and the Vegans had a very long lifetime

Billy, its curious how we are born either a man or a women. If you are born
a man, do vou stay a man or can you change to a women in the' nexl life.
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B. you can change this from life time to life time. If in this life you are a man
and you would like. to be a women in the next incarnation, then you have to
program your consciousness to be a women.

So we have control over that.

Yes, you have control over that. But if you are not clear in your thinking and do

not know if you want to be a man or a women then you will be confused
in your thinking and you may be a homosexual in your next life.

So you must make the decision with clear thinking. If you leave this life and
are confused about your sexuality then you might come back homosexual.

Yes.

Do you make the decision on the other side?

No this is done in your mind in the material life. You have to be careful. There
is another kind of homosexuality, one that is caused from a sickness of think-
ing. You can change this through 1ffighing. You can help these people with
what you call Psycholory. Help them clear up their thinking.
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So its possible through teaching to help someone clear
this lifetime so they will not be a homosexual in the

Or maybe its possible to
thinking then they could

Is it possible if you so
body and come back in

up their thinking during
next lifetime.

If they can clear up theirchange it during this lifetime.
change their current life.

choose to return in the next lifetime without a physical
what is called a lieht body?

It was in the

R.

B.

No That's absolutely impossible. The human being from the earliest beginning to
that point to when we become a light body or what we call a spirit body
takes 60 to 80 billion yilils with several millions of incarnations. Its absolutely
impossible to have only a few thousand incarnations on this Earth and then
think you are so clever to get out of your body and become a light or spirit
body. The earliest point this is possible is around 60 billion years with
several million incarnations.

If we evolve into spirit body and evolve back into Creation does that mean that
the Central core of the Universe, the Universal Sun is made up of spiritforms?

The central core or sun is the Creational spirit from which all things in the
Universe come out from. All life forms. There we will go back sometime
very far in the future. At that time if you have evolved high enough in your
evolution you will be able to make a connection with that power. You see

after a period of 60 to 80 billion years the material existence ceases to exist
and we move into a spirit body. The next step is a higher level of existence
which takes trillions of years to evolve through until the highest level of exist-
ence is obtained called the Petala level. At this level the spiritform becomes
the finest spiritual matter and then can become part of the Creation itself.

Billy, what of Atlantis, did the Pleiadians have anything to do with Atlantis?

The Pleiadians had nothing to do with it. The old Lyrians and Vegans had some-
thing to do with gtlantis. I mean some parts of the Lpians and Vegans
who had stations here had trouble which led to the destruction of Atlantis.
A big asteroid was driven into Earth and destroyed Atlantis. The whole story
was told to us by Semjase, you can read it in the contact notes.

What of the city called MU?

MU was the capitol city of the enemies of the people of Atlantis.
Chinese desert.

R.

B.

R.
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R. Are there any people left from Atlantis or MU? 
]

B. Yes there are some people left. They are living in underground cities near the 
I

Himalayas in India. They have bluish colored skin. I have seen once in I

India 3 people with blue skin and I think they came from there. It was ab- ,

solutely strange in India to see people with blue skin. (larghtes).

R. In our gdary is there a lot of sllss furman life?

B. There are more than 42 million different [rm31 races with around 340 or 350 dif-
ferent colors and shapes.

R. Do many of these races visit Earth?

B. No, the Pleiadians told me that there are about 3000 UFO's per year that come
into the Earth atmosphere. lr{ost of these ships are exploring the earth. They
are usually the same ones over again. There are not many different races
coming to earth.

R. Where did the American Indian come from?

B. The American Indian was one of the fust 3 races created here on earth.

R. How was the frst man created on earth?

B. The first human was like, how do you say.... slims. ('we, all laugh). The first
human on earth started as a sinsle cell. Then he evolved slowlv into the :

body of a human bei'g.

R. Did we come from apes.

B. No, That's not true. The apes came just like the human being.

R. Billy, many people are in hope or believe that the Pleiadians are here on earth to
help us solve our problems. What do you think of this?

B. No, the Pleiadians are not going to solve our problems for us. The single way
they will help us is to bring us teachings for the mission. I can get informa-
tion from them and I can write them down and give them out to the people.
That's the only thing they will help us with. They do not come here to
make peace or war. They do not have any ambitions to over take the earth,
they are not interested in this. They feel they want to help us because we
have common ancestors which caused problems here many years ago and now
they want to help us with the teachings of Creations laws.

R. If a person wants to learn to evolve how do we began?

B. First thing is to study through the meditation. He has to listen to his inner voice. 
*

That's the first step. He must learn to listen and work with his inner voice. ;
The second thing is to learn to see, speak and hear in a very clear way.
Then the meditation itself. And if the meditation is coming clear after some
years then the human can go a step higher and he can do the initiation. 1r

This means he can began to talk with his spiritual consciousness that is within r

him.

R. Are you still having contacts with Semjase?

B. The last contact with Semjase was on my birthday in 1984. Then she left our
planet and our galaly and went to the Dal Universe where she will stay for
about 70 earth years. The contacts with Semjase are over, but still there is
occasional contact with Ptaa-h and the others.

R. Did Semjase have contacts with any otler earth persons that you know of?

B. No, the only contacts she had on earth where with me.

R. Do any of the other Pleiadians have contact with earth people?



Not in a way that the earth person would know that there was contact. There are
between V1,000 to 25,000 people ou earth who get impulses from the
Pleiadians. These people receive impulses only and are not aware they are
being contacted. There were 2 other people who had telepathic contact with
Pleiadians other then Semjase, a man and a 16 year old ghl who were killed
in a car crash in Italy. The reason they had contact was to inform people
about my mission, that all I'm saying is true and that I'm working on- thil mis-
sion with the Pleiadians. They were something like a backup team for me
but they died by accident. Now I'm the only one with contacts with the
Pleiadians. These people who come forward with claim5 of contacts with the
Pleiadians are just swindlers or con artist. The swindlers are not aware of one
thing, that the Pleiades that you see in the night sky does not support life,
no one lives there. The Pleiades that you can see in the sky are too young
to support life. The suns in the area are blue and gann6[ support life.
There is no other person who can contact them in tle time shift that they
live in except me. I'm the only person who has this ability. The Pleiadians
s_ay they live a small part second out of our time. Its not possible to see
them unless they make an adjustment somehow with there equipment so we
can perceive them. The matter they are made of is much finir then ours so
it is very dangerous for them to shake hands or come near the earth people.

What is telepathy and can we develop it.

Telepathy is a kind of hearing, of listening. Its a very fine way of using the ears.
we call it the primary telepathy. That's not the real telepathy. The real
telepathy is called spiritual telepathy and is based on symbols, but the primary
telepathy is working on words and pictures which you produce in another
human being with his ear and his consciousness.

What are the Akashic records?

This is a bank of energy around the earth that records everything about the
human being. what he is speaking, thinking, doing, everything iJ recorded. rf
you die then when you return you will get impulses from there. Then you
ge.t ANUM (something like a hunch or a little voice), and then you know
things, and you get results without knowing from where. All of this is done
with this Akashic records. Some times you can find people who can use the
Akashic for getting impulses from other people because his frequency is very
near to the other person. This leads to a person who can diaw or write-
u_sing impulses from another spirit. Then you say, oh That's Michael Angelo.
He has contact with Michael Angelo. But he doesn't have contact with -
Michael Angelo, he is only getting impulses out of the Akashic records from
that frequency.

Can we learn to find the keys to get into the Akashic records?

Yes in the meditation. Everything you will do in the spiritual way is going
through the meditation and initiation. Always, there is no other way.

What of the rumors that your pictures are of models?

There were 2 models made. Wendelle Stevens and Lee Elders and Tom Welch
had them made by some studenrs. I think they paid about $400 each for
them. They brought them over to me and had me take some pictures of
them to compare with the real ones I had taken. we tried to make them
look like they were flying by hangog them from a stick on a string. This
was during the time we were shooting the movie Contact. I still f,ave one of
the models in my office. It was a present from Wendelle.

What is the role of the FIGU.

R.
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The role of the FIGU is simply. They have to correct everything that I'm writing
down. To print and to make books and to provide them to the people
around the world. Part of their mission is to teach the people Creations
laws. They have to study and work hard. They must learn to meditate and
become initiated. They must learn who they really are and what they must
by doing in this life. Most of the FIGU members are old Lyrians and they
are living under a CODEX which they committed themselves to several
thousand ye,us ago, and they live now under that CODEX and must work for
it now. That's not only for the Lyrians here in Schmidruti at the Semjase Sil-
ver Star Center, but the same is true in the United States, also in Japan or
Sweden.

Billy is there a special message about your mission with the Pleiadians.

Each human being, what he is doing at all times, day, night, month by month, he
is always responsible for him5elf. There is not a god that is responsible for
the human actions, there are not angels or holy people who are taking respon-
sible for the human being. The human being is always responsible for himself.

R.

B.

My thanks to Billy and his family for their time and energy they have shared with me and
my friends.



Among all of the information that Billy Meier has received from the
Pleiadians I have always found it fascinating to hear about some of the
mysteries which surround our own planet. Like what is so special about
the Bermuda Triangle and who built the pyramids and was there really
an Atlantis.

Contained within Billy's contact notes are the answers to these questions
and many more. I thought I would take a few of ttrese explanations and
put them into one section so you could catch up on your mystery solving.

Berrnuda TriangfG.

A Mystery ttrat has long plagued us in the many strange disappearances
of ships and planes in the area called the Bermuda Triangle. Many books
have been written speculating on the cause of the disappearances. Billy
was of course curious if the Pleiadians could offer any e4planation.

To began vrith the events in the Bermuda Triangle are not caused by
Entraterrestrial influence, as ? matter of fact even ET ships from time to
time have been effected by the phenomenon also. It is also not true
that ttrese events are caused by the power of Satan. Satan is a product
of the fantasy of the Christian religion to enslave the minds of those who
will allow it.

The area of the Bermuda Triangle is part of the old continent of Adantis.
There is still a base far deep in the ocean in that area where the
descendants of the Atlanteans live. They are quite peaceful and do present
a menace to our society. Actually they have lived here a lot longer then
our civilization has and have more claim to calling the earth home then
we do. After the destruction of their home continent some of them
survived. Unfortunately the air was not breathable for many years after
the destruction of their home so they were forced underground where
they still live today. They have ships capable of underwater travel and
interstellar flight and have been seen leaving or entering the water on
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several occasions.
events.

But these people are also not ttre cause of the strange

The events of the Bermuda Triangle have a logical explanation even if it
rnay seem difficult for us to understand here on earth. Semjase told
Billy that on some occasions she has made trips into the Bermuda Triangle
herself and understood what was going on quite well.

There exists in the Bermuda Triangle as well off the coast of Japan and
Madagascar what you might call a dimensions door to a parallel universe.
The dimension doors are caused by the effect of tqro giant suns whose
radiations originate 72O light years from our earth. At these 3 points on
earth the radiation from these suns comes together and causes a strange
rip or tear in space. A dimension door is opened and ships and planes
slip through it. Since the earth is moving this tree arm radiation hits
the planet in three places only at that time when the earttr moves in the
focus of this wandering radiation. The doors stay open only for a short
time. In some cases the ocean floor will rise up to the surface and stay
there for a hour or two causing a ship to run aground and then pull
it down with it when the ocean floor again falls to the bonom where it
came from. In other cases a plane may slip in time. Semjase told Billy
that in the near future we may hear of planes from the L94O's or 5O's
flying into some airport looking like they just took off. Its possible *rat
some old sailing vessels may hit *re east coast of America.

In the parallel universe that can be entered through the Bermuda Triangle
there exist 3 earths. This was caused by the planet Venus 35OO years
ago. Venus came close to the planet earth and disturbed the harmony
of the dimensions and two planets, the planet earth as it was 35OO years

^go 
and a vapor planet covered with gas got dragged into the dimension

of the future planet that already existed there. Because of this there 
^re3 planet earths existing in our parallel universe. The planets were so

close together you could see all 3. Billy was allowed to travel with
Semjase through the dimension doors into this parallel universe and see
for himself. During that trip Billy witnessed an earth about 500 years in
our future plus he was allowed to see and photograph prehistoric creatures.
He saw disc like ships leaving the moon and returning to earth which
caused them to leave so as not to be detected.

The radiation from the two giant suns does not hit earth ?ny longer as
the earttr has moved out of range. The strange disappearances should
be over.



Auetzalcoatl.

Quetzalcoatl was L high officer of an e)ftraterrestrial group which was
active in the reign of Egypt after the destruction of Atlantis. He was very
wise and kind and was often sent on special missions. One of these
mission brought him to South America were he was praised as a god by
the Aztecs.

He came in contact with Huitzilopochtli, a leader of the Gizeh people who
had led the Aztecs to the ritual of human blood sacrifices. Quetzalcoatl
was against these rituals and a bitter feud developed for power.
Huitzilopochtli was able to drive Queaalcoatl out causing him to return
to Eg1pt.

The Legend of Aghalta.

In ancient times around 33,000 years ?go a Lyrian named Muras founded
the city of Mu which became a counffy located in the Gobi desert. Mu
had two underground cities, Ag;harea alpha and beta.

Agharta Beta was the seat of power and was connected to Agharta Alpha
by ^ large tunnel which has since collapsed. Today there is still another
small nrnnel trere.

Muras had ^ daughter named l(arpide who was the wife of Adant who
founded the continent of Adantis about ttre same time. These two
civilizations lived in peace for almost 18,000 years until outside forces
caused them to fight Among themselves which led to the destruction of
Atlantis and Mu-
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setded on a small island near Easter Island called Mot. Mot in the old
Lyrian language meant "bird".

He and his followers were Ly'rians, with giant bodies around 35 feet tall.
Th.y taught the local natives how to use their highly developed machines.
The natives out of tribute began to construct the statues we see today on
Easter Island.

Similar events also happened in areas called Pisco, Nazka, and Sacsayhuaman.
On lava walls on Easter Island also are reproductions of the space ships.

After several ttrousand years the giants suddenly took sick from some
disease and fled from earth in their ships taking all of their technology
with them. No trace of where they went has been found. The Pleiadians
presume they died in their ships.

Many of the statues never were finished. The natives tried to finish the
statues with primitive stone but failed. The natives apparently tried to get
the Gods to come back by finishing the statues with red hats made from
clay from a local volcano.

The Pleiadians do know the giants were somehow in contact v/ith a race
of humans in Andromeda which seemed to prompt an exlpedition here
2568 years ago. These humans from Andromeda were 180 cm in height.
They stayed for 20 years and 7 months. They built up a high culture
which built the Nazka lines which were half-tube channels to protect
electrical energy centers. The Andromedans also could not accommodate
themselves to the earthly atrnosphere and left in a hurry to save their
own lives.

Giants and Gods.

Over the many years many races of Titans have colonized in many parts
of the world. Ancient Lyrians were 25 to 35 feet tall. Many of the
Greek gods were among these. Hercules, who was olrer L0 feet tall, was
from the descendant of the Hyperboreans as well as many of the other



Greek Gods. Noah for instance was around 12 feet tall, and Adam was
almost L6 feet tall. The great God from the Sumerians, Gilgamesh was
more than 24 feet tall.

Many of the Pleiadian ancestors were
years and interbreeding have become
the planet. Ancient races who were
as they evolve.

giants who by living here over the
smaller because of the influence of
dwarfs are likewise becoming larger

The present day Pleiadians whose ancestors were Lyrian giants have also
become smaller because of their planet and today are about the same size
as us.

The Gtzeh Intelligence.

Many years ago in the Pleiadian system there v/as z group called the
Bafath who lived in the far regions of the ring nebula. There leaders
name was Arussem who 3300 years ago led his 72,OOO followers to earth.
They secretly hid under the Gizeh plateau in Egypt which supports the
great pyramid of Gizeh called Cheops. the Bafath have been unable to
reproduce here on earth and a;re slowly dytng out. In the 1950's less
then 2000 were left.

The greut pyramid was built by their ancestors 73,370 years ago. At the
time it served as the top of a small underground city which they now
hide in. The great pyramid vlas originally built along with 2 others on
our planet as devices to transfer matter and people around the planet.
The pyramid was covered with gold at that time and contained an apparatus
on ttre top to enhance the kinetic energies of the inhabitants. The outer
skin of the pyramid served to keep out unwanted energies thus allowing
the kinetic powers of those within it to be increased. The other 2
pyramids are in China and one in Mexico. The one in china is far
below the ground and it could be some time before it is discovered.
The one in Mexico is just below the surface and should be uncovered
sometime in the 90's.
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The Bafath creatures ^re e. wicked group who would like to rule the
earth. They are aftzid of the Pleiadians and are attempting to control
the earth while staying hidden from them. To do this for almost 2OOO
years they have tried to take over ttre earth by controlling through telepathic
means the leaders of religions and politics. Billy was told in the year
L976 that 723 religious and political leaders where receiving telepathic
impulses from them.

The Bafath with the help of a wicked group of aliens from the Pegasus
star constellation even tried to kill Billy and his group by planting infected
insects into his trees.

For many years the Bafath have controlled many religious leaders to cause
confusion and wars among the people. They are responsible for causing
many illusions of religious saints to cause the illogical humans to fall
more deeply under religious delusion.

In 'STaldport Oregon a few years ago a group of UFO enthusiast were
telling people that the end of the world was near and ttrat they could
be saved. If you gave them all of your money you could go on a space
ship to another planet. This group was telepathically contolled by the
Bafath.

An American named Reinhold Schmidt was contolled telepathically to believe
he had been in the great pyramid to see the crucifixion utensils. He
also was fooled into thinking he had been taken for a ride in a space
ship to the arctic. This was all illusion caused by telepathy to control
the poor man. He is not lying as he actually believes its real.

Adolph Hitler was born e. person of very gre^t worths. He was not
spiritually advanced, but was of very high intelligence. He was destined
to bring gre^t change to the world through his intellect. Through the
Thule Society in Germany the Bafath were able to seize possession of
Adolph Hitler and to use him for dark and wicked purposes that he could
not defend himself against. Many around him were also controlled. The
world came to hate him without really understanding what had happened.

In the 1930's the leader of the Bafath was called Kamagol, a very wicked
leader. A commander of his named Aruseak, who was also known as
Ashtar Sheran, pulled ?vray from his command in L937 in his own personal
effort to know the truth. He and his men fled the earth to keep away
from the Bafath. They send information to the minds of many earth
people, but are not fully informed ttremselves of the truth. You must be
careful with their information.
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In L977 the Bafath again attacked Billy and his group in Swizerland. This
time the Pleiadians interfered and have taken the Bafath off of the planet.

Destrolrer CorRet.

In ancient Lyrian history they speak of a Destroyer comet *rat came
through their system and wiped out a large percentage of the population.
This was a great setback to their civilization. That same comet led the
Pleiadians into our system around 21"0,000 years ago.

On several occasions the comet has had a dramatic effect on our planet.
LO,O79 years ago the Great flood was caused the comet. At that time
the earth day was 40 hours long and the sun did not set in the East.

This comet returns approximately every 575 L/2 years and will return
again in 2255. The last passage was in 1680 which caused great damage
in the Mediterranean area. There were great storms and volcanic action
from the santorini volcano. Egypt was flooded.

Our Moott.

Millions of years ago our moon was a fragment of a destroyed planet in
another system. It was caught by the immense power of the Destroyer
comet and pulled into our system. The moon was part of a planet that
is 4.5 million years older then earth.
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Venfrs.

Venus was originally a moon around the planet called Uranus. It was a
cold desolate moon covered with ice.

8,590 years ago the Destroyer comet passed through our system and pulled
Venus from its orbit around Uranus. This caused Venus to change its
orbit. On two more occasions,7,957 years ago and 6,906 years ?Eo,

Venus was disturbed in its orbit by the comet. 4,058 years ago the comet
passed through again and Venus had its orbit changed again, this time on
a path towards earth. This path continued until 3,583 years ago pufting
Venus on a direct pa-th towards earth. At 3,453 years the comet once
again came through our system and cassed the santorini volcano to erupt
and pushed the little planet of Venus ilose to our sun. As Venus made
its swing around the sun it was greaG[y heated up. The ice covering
melted and turned to steam. The strriface temperature rose to ttrat of
melting lead. On this swing around the sun Venus came into its present
orbit where we know it todav.



HOUSE RUTES

A Visit to the SemJase Silver Star Genter

Since 7975 when Eduard "Billy Meier began his contacts with the extra terrestrials
from the star system known as the Pleiades, people from all over the world have
been inspired to meet an visit with him. ]ust to locate Billy isn't easy, since he
lives in a small remote area about an hour outside of Zurich Switzerland. His
home is a rural farm where he lives and works with his friends, a group called
the F.I.G.U., which is a German Acronym for "Free Community of Interests in the
Border and Spiritual Sciences and UFO Studies'. In the 70's Biliy's home was visited
by thousands of people from all over the world. Billy and his family tried to be
good hosts to all visitors, but that's not easy to do, and as the years went by a
natural desire for some privacy and peace of mind have led Billy to restrict visitors.
A lot of time must be spent taking care of the farm, as well as the work that
goes on in respect to his writmgs It is still possible to visit his farm, which is
caUed The Semjase Silver Star Center, but it is necessary to write for perrnission to
visit and to observe the fact that tNs is Billy's horne and to respect his privacy.

If you are interested in visiting the "Center", you may write to Billy showing your
interest and why you would like to visit. Try to remember they do not have time
for everyone, but are always interested in making new friends with those who come
with love and understanding.
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HOUSE RUTES

If you write, try to make your letters in German if you can, and do not expect
a quick reply, as they receive a lot of letters and only have so much time to
answer. You must also bear in mind that they speak German. Billy speaks a
little English as well as some of the others, but do not expect a lot of long
conversations.

There are no guest facilities at the "center", so you must make arrangements in
nearby Wila, where there is a hotel. There is however a guest house close to the
center where you can expect bed and breakfast for about $12 a day. This is a
very rustic and old roadside house with very pleasant people running it, but who
speak no English.

Billy has built a guest patio in front of the house for greeting people. There you
may look through his photo books, sign his guest book and ask questions. Usually
Billy's wife, Kalliope will Breet visitors and help you with the books and flyers.
Do not expect to meet Billy as it has been some years since he greets guests.

The following list of "House Rules" were written by Billy for those who wish to
visit, and provide an understanding for visitors to adapt to the way of life at the
center.

If you wish to stay at the local roadside guest house ("Freihof') for a few days,
you can ask for permission to work at the farm, where there is uzually always
something to do in the garden or the fields. Once you arrive at the center and
have visrted ttile ;pest patio, if you wish to offer your services, ask if you can
help out around tt-e center- You vvill usually be ask to come back in the morning
around 9:00 arn. and meet Silvano at the guest patio. Silvano is in charge of
daily chores around the center. He speaks some English and is a real charming
man.

Here then are the House rules:
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HOUSE RULES

When you are visiting the Semjase Silver Star Center please adhere to the following
house rules. If vou have alreadv visited the center before then these rules will be
familiar to you.

1. If you are willing to lend a hand around the farm, do not be shy. Let us
know since we need all of the help we can get.

2. When you work at the center
your own free will and on your
compensation.

3. We are not in the position to compensate your efforts with money, natural
goods, foods or beverages, because of the ever higher rising costs of living and the
Government laws. The farm does not provide us with enough money to live on.
You can stay in the local guest house for about $12 American dollars per duy.
This will be for room and board.

4. While visiting the Semjase Silver Star Center you are expected to be self
sufficient as far as food and drink. These things may be obtained from the guest
house. If is forbidden by Swiss law to pay visitors or guests any compensation
for his or her work at the center, unless you are not a member of the family or
relative of the F.LG.U.. According to the iaw we are not a guest house or hotel.

5. If you are carrying your own food from a backpack, it is forbidden for you
to prepare meals in the kitchen of the center. Government regulations for the
Prevention of water pollution and the executive council of the Canton of Zurich don't
allow this, because this can cause more water pollution.

and help out with the work, you do this of
own accord and understand that there is no

For long term and short term visitors who are
or FIGU members who are living outside of
special guests, the followi.g is valid:

"Room and board is always to be found outside of the Center, in the "Freihof"
(guest house) in Schmidruti, or in any other suitable guesthouse, if there is no self
catering from ones backpack in the Center area.

There are no rooms at the center
catering it must be outside in the
or the resting place in the nature

not members of the family, relatives
the center, invited guests or other

for eating and drinking. So, if you are self
open air someplace, such as the garden patio,

Preserve.

6. The mobile trailers at the Center are not to be used for eating, drinking or
sleeping over night. The is restricted by Governmental law except ih those iases
where permission is obtained from the Government for member of the family and
FIGU members. If you wish to camp out or use the barbecue facilities it is is
allowed from time to time. This means that each person is only allowed t holiday
per year (in case of divided holidays, 2 times 

- per year). Longer stays, bi
Governmental regulations, must be in a guesthouse or hotel.
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HOUSE RUTES

We are not a HOLIDAY RESORT

Each member of the_ grgup, living in the Center are doing the daily chores in the
Center along with the daily work for themselves and the Center, ind to maintain
the mission in life and to build it further.

BYSTANDERS are not permitted in the Center !

8. Long term and short term visitors who are loitering and who do not wish
to help out around the Center cannot be tolerated. It is also strictly forbidden to
giye 

_ 
access to t!t" Center buildings and premises. Visitors who are loitering are

asked to leave the Center area as soon as possible.

9. Please pay attention to the following most important rule:

Billy. is not to 
. 
be approached by visitors unless explicitly invited by him. If Billy

is sitting on his porch or just walking around the farm, he shouid be left alon-e
in peace, 

_ 
since he either has a problem to solve, or is contemplating about the

work of his and of all Center dwellers mission, or he just wants some time to
himself.

Although visitors are always cordially welcome, if you do not observe this rule, we
will have to ask you to leave the Center immediately.

10. If you would like to offer your help with the work around the farm for
_some days or even weeks, then the Center dwellers will enjoy and appreciate this.
We cannot offer you money or food and board, which is stated under sections 2
-4.

We recommend you ask for room and board at the guesthouse, "FREIHOF", in
Schmidruti, where you can eat, drink and sleep at very reasonable rates.

11. Special visiting hours can be arranged only for such visitor, which are coming
from abroad more the 1000 km (about 800 miles), calculated from the Center. Foi
instance: Lubeck, Kiel, Flensburg, London, Rennes, Nates, Gerona, Sardinien, Rome,
Split, Budapest, Ostrava, Breslau, Berlin, Amsterdam, USA, Australia, Africa, Asia, such
as japan.

1.2. Trespassing on Center buildings and premises, like the kitchen, bathroom, shower
and restrooms etc. is strictly forbidden for persons who don't live in the Center,
this is only for members of the family, relatives, or out of the Center living members
of the FIGU, invited guests or other dignified guests.

13. Restrooms, bathrooms, shower and kitchen areas cannot be used under any
circumstances. Look to item 5, second part.
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HOUSE RUTES

74. The following Center group members will help out visitors in various capacities.

During the week days the following members help out:

Kalliope and Eva....Purchase of books and writings.

Kalliope............Magazine subscription.

Eva.................Subscriptions of Spiritual lessons and I.D.

Silvano.............Allocation of work around the Center in accordance with lakobus.

Eva.................Stand in for Silvano.

15. The dwellers of the Semjase Silver Star Center are very concerned about
keeping order on the Center premises, as well as the roads and paths and to protect
nature in every aspect.

EVERY VISITOR TO THE SEMJASE SILVER STAR CENTER IS ASKED TO PAY
ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING ITEMS PLEASE.

a) Keep order in every way.

b) Do not pick the flowers and plants.

c) Please do not litter.

d) Do not climb over the fences and hedges.

e) Do not mistreat or scare animals.

f) Do not light fires in the grass or the forest of the Semjase Silver Star Center,
except on the given place near the biotope.

g) Theft and vandalism of any kind will be reported to the police.

h) From 8:00 p.m., (9:00 p.m. in summer), visitors are not allowed to stay on
the Center grounds. Guests and working visitors are not allowed to be on the
Center grounds after midnight, if the Night Watchman are not informed.

i) If you see trash on the ground, please pick it up and throw it away.

j) Use only paths and roads if you take a walk.

k) It is not allowed for visitors to walk behind the houses. Pedestrians should
keep to the approach road at all times, do not stay beyond the parking lot.
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HOUSE RUTES
t

l) The Semjase Silver Star Center is protected at night by attack dogs, therefore
it is recommended not to set foot on the grounds without asking permission. The
Center assumes no liability for those attacked by the guard dogs at night.

m) The sitting place (porch) in front of the house is not reserved for visitors,
only for dwellers and members of the group. Violators will be asked to leave.

If you wish to visit the Center it is suggested to write a letter announcing your
intentions and length of stay. You will be answered and informed of the schedule
of those at the Center. They will try to accommodate you with English speaking
hosts.

Please write to :

Bilty Meier
The Semjase Silver Star Center
cH 8495

Schmidruti, ZH
Switzerland
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Auestfroms & AmsDyers

ls it possible to buy Billy Meier's contact notes.

The 18 books of Billy's notes are what Wendelle Stevens is making his
"Messages" books from. They have never been for sale as they are not
translated well. The reason I made the 5 sets of audio tapes is to try
and get most of the information in them on tape for people to hear. You

can order them in Cerman from Switzerland if you like, but I have promised
Billy I wouldn't sell them. Sor.ry, tapes is the best I can do, but they do
cover alot.

was Billy Meier the onlv Pleiadian contactee.

The Pleaidians caused 4 people to be born at the same time in different
parts of Europe. At the age of 5 Billy decided he would be the contactee.
The 3 others were all born at 11:20 p.m., Billy got here early at 11:00.
2 of the others were killed in a car wreck in northern ltaly a few years
ago. There role was to receive telepathic messages from the Pleaidians
and support Billy. There is one left, Billy won't say who she is.

Are the Gizen

The Cizah people
Bafath in ancient

intellignece and tne Bafath ffie sarne thing.

are decendents from some ET's who were called the
times. They came here about 73,370 years ?go, built
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the Pyramid in Egypt and the underground tunnels and levels beneath the
Creat Pyramid. They have been ememies of the Pleiadians for many years.
As I understand it they have been the cause of many power and religious
leaders taking the wrong track. Apparently they operate on a theory that
the world is easier to control through wars and destablization. They were
trying to gain power through Hitler. ln 1976 Billy was told that about 723
world leaders and thinkers were under their influence.

How can I find out more about Billy's contacts with AsKet
when he wa; Young.

Billy's trips with Asket are documented in his Contact notes over several

books. You would have to write to the FICU in Switzerland and order
the Contact Notes in Cerman and get someone to read them to you. Or
just get my tapes, most of it is on there. Billy toured with Asket under
the Creat Pyramid in Egypt for a lesson about the Cizah intelligence, Jesus
and his previous liftimes. He also traveled in time with her on several
occasions including a trip back to the year 32 to talk to Jmmanuel (Jesus).

These trips on are on the tapes.

what does the Pleiadian word lshwish mean.

lshrvish is the Pleiadian word for "King of Wisdom". In ancient times when
Pleiadian, Lyrian and Vega leaders came here they were called by the name
of lshwish. The word has gone through several changes and pronunciations,



Aucst8oms 0} Anslyers

but means the same thing. The Hebrews changed the sound of it as they
were not supposed to say the word outloud so they changed the sound
a little so they could talk to each other. I think it has gone through about
4 different spellings and pronunciations, but still means the same thing.
On the history tape it is more detailed.

was Jmmanuel uesus christ) a Pleiadian

Jmmanuel is not a Pleiadian. He is a Lahson. His spirit was brought to
earth by the Pleaidians as teacher about 11,000 years ago. He is unusual
as he is the oldest spirit on earth having lived more physical lives then
any of us. He is also the only Lahson on Earth. He choose the mission
and has no debt to pay. His mission involves 6 more lifetimes on earth
and he will return to Lahson l'm told. He was caused to be born as

Jmmanuel by the Pleiadians as they were leaving Earth and wanted to leave
an old spirit behind as a teacher who would know the truth about life
and the Universe. His spirit has been incarnating about every 150 to 200
years and has had several lifetimes as historic figures which l'm not permitted
to talk about. The Talmud Jmmanuel rvill give you a good sense of who
he was. Huppy reading.
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A VIDEO TRITOGY
AKE AA{ UI{PRECEDEIVTED JOLIRAIEY

ITVTO THE MOST CREDIBLE UFO
EXPERIEAICE OT OUR TIME!

PLEIADES PROJECT

P"O. Box 386
Atwood, CA 92601

EACH COLLECTOR'S EDITION TAPE CARRIES A SEAL OF AUTHENTICITY

BEANISHIP
THE MEIER CHROIWCTES

This exciting and thought provoking documentary takes you to the heart of these unprecedented contacts with
human-like extraterrestrials and gives insight into these amazing events through eye witness interviews,
photographs, recorded sounds of the Beamships, and explanations from the contactee, Eduard Meier. THE
MOST DOCUMENTED UFO CASE EVER. THIS IS A HISTORICAL ENCOUNTER THAT EVEN THE
MOST DIE.HARD SKEPTICS HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO DISPROVE!

82 Minutes - Color € VHS or Beta

BLANISHIP MO\TIE FOOTAGE
Unprecedented in contents, this unique documented footage offers rare insight into EDUARD MEIER and his
incredible 8mm movie footage of the BEAMSHIPS in flight. Freeze-frame and super slow motion highlight
this extraordinary daylight footage, giving credence to the BEST PHOTO EVIDENCE TO DATEI

1 Hour - Color - VHS or Beta

BEAMSHIP METAL AI{ALYSIS
This fascinating and highiy informative video was taped inside IBM's laboratory and examines the metal
samples delivered to MEIER by the PLEIADIAN visitors. Examination by a scanning electron microscope
reveals amazing properties and unusual BONDING TECHNIQUES IMPOSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE BY
HUMAN TECHNOLOGY.

45 Minutes - Color \-HS or Beta



Special Video Tape Package Covering
tn", Billy Meier Pleiadian Contacts

A special 50 minute video tape covering the experiences of Eduard "Billy" Meier

Based CICTS

For several years Billy Meier has been in actual
physical contact with extra tenestrials from a

cluster of stars known as the Pleiades. His
conversations with the Pleiadians were written
down in German and include over 1800 pages
of "Contact Nofes" covering many di{ferent subjects.
This Video Tape l's an introduction to the concepts
discussed in these notes and include:

The science of space travel
The History of Earth and the origins of human life
'Who are the Pleiadians and why they are contacting

us at this time

Trips to other gale:ies, human life on other worlds
Retigions, belieft, spirituatit'' and meditation

How the Universe w:ur created and how we fit into
the logic of its evolution

Vhy Billy was chosen to be the contactee

]d on Billy Mei
"Contact Notes"

The first video tape made
documenting the philosophy of
human life from another
planet.

$ 40,00per copy BillS/s
Includes

Presented by
RandolphWinters

and the Pleiades Project

over 100 pictures from
Meiers private collection

Actual Photographs ot
=;t'lelaclan 8_eamships

taken by a Swiss
farmor named Eeluard
'BlHy'" Meier In the
molt wdl docum€ntecl
UFO case In hlstory.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

PHONE

zw

cut along thrs llne

Please send my order to the following address.
,,THE PLEIADIAAI COA/A/ECTION"

A special 50 minute Video tape covering
the extraterrestrial contacts of Billy Meier.
$40 per copy. VIIS only. Please allow
3 to 4 weeks for delivery.

Please enclose $40.00 per tape set.

Postage and handling fi2"00 per set

Sales ra>( 6 I/2% Calif Residence

TOTAL

payable to : THE PLEIADES PROJECT P.O. BOX
For more information please call 213-?31-6282

Please make checks 386 ATWOOD, CA 9260r



Special Audio Cassette Packages Govering
The Billy Meier Pleiadian Contacts

The following pre-recorded cassette packages are available by mail order. All packages include 2 audio
cassettes, an actual 3 x 5 inch color photo from Billy Meier's collection, and packaged in a beautiful
cassette album. Each tape set is approximately 3 hours long. All informaiton is based on the
"Contact Notes" ta.ken by Billy Meier during his many conversatons with THE PLEIADIANS and other
E:naterrestrial visitors. All Tapes are recorded by Randolph Winters.

W2O1 THE PLEIADIAN MISSION
Pleiadian Life styles. Their homeso schools, govemmmt and econornie stnrcturc.
Billy's travels with Asket thrurgh time to the 16th censury and the year 32" Beamship
travel betwesr the stars and the prapulsion systems they usa HYPER-SPACE tmvel
and its connectiqr to the origin of the Universe and the concept we call *TTME".

The BERMUDA TRI,ANGI tr, what caused the disappearances.
The DESTROWR COMET that brought us VENUS and our MOON.

W2O2 A CHRONOLOGY OF EARTH HISTORY
A Chronology of Extraterrestrial colonizatiqrs dating back 22 million yean"
Ancient Lyra, the home of Human Life ard how it is connected to our current
civilizatiqr. Milcra, th€ 4th planet of our Solar System that was destroyed by war.
ATLAIITIS & MU, who built them and how did their civilizatiqrs corne to and end.

SEIyIIASA, the anci€nt sci€ntist who created ADAI,I"

W2O3 LIFE FOHMS IN OUR GALAXY AND BEYOND"
Billy takes a trip with the Pleiadians and is allowed to visit their MOTHER SHIP
in orbit in our solar system" A trip to other Galaxies to see - hunran life o'n other
worlds - PlaneEs with hmitive Life Forms - Black Holes plus an entire galaxy
destroyed by war. Taking pictures of the alien *Asket'u who was Billy's teacher
when he was young" Other Universes that, exrst outside of our own" Taking pictures
of beings who have evolved into materially low dmsity bodies called UGHT beings
and q,ist in Collective Conssiousness" Understanding the development of human life
in our galaxy"

W2O4 THE LAWS OF CREATION
An explanation of how the Univene was formed beginning with lhe original spiritual energy that started it, and how TIME works into ir FLORA,
FAUNA and furally the spirit forms of man and his role within CREATION. The logic of what rc-incamation is and the role it plays in the spiritual

gtowth. A prectical ard usdul explanaticr of what spirioal evolvement is and how to attain ii. The life span of our Univene and the energies within it.

w205 JMMANUEL (JESUS CHRTST AND THE CONCEPT OF GOD)
JMMANUEL fte mm, known as JESUS CHRIST. Who was he and what did he really tcach? Billy was allowed to travel back in timc to thc ycar 32 and

talk with IMMANUEL about his mission and how it rclates !o our future, From the book calld the TALMUD JMMANUEL (the original writings of
Immanuel), a discussion of the sory of Easter. Was Jesus rcally the sur of god? The Pleiadian concept of gods, and their cognitions of Creation.

ant elcrg thc linc

Please send my order to the following address.

W2O1 TI{E PLEIADIAI{ MISSIONr 
W2O2A CHRONOLOGY OFEARTH HISTORY@ 
W203 LIFE FORIvIS IN OLJR LJNIVERSE
WzM TFIE LAWS OF CREATION

Please enclose $20.00 per tape set

Postage and handling $2.00 per set"

Sales Ta,x 6tn%o Calif. Residence
TOTALPlease allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery.

Please Print elearly

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE ZW
PHONE

PLEIADES PROJECT Box386 Atwood,CA 92601 (213) 281-6282


